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Abstract. Recent progress in sequencing technology has caused so-
called data flood of nucleotide and amino acid sequences. Such enormous
amount of data can increase the reliability in prediction of structures and
functions of proteins based on a multiple alignment. At the same time,
however, it has become difficult to analyze a multiple alignment with
the user-interactive manner due to the volume of sequences constituting
the alignment. Therefore, we have worked on developing an alignment
viewer that is referred to as ASHViewer. In this study, we focused on
the annotation for a large number of proteins which is essential for the
comparative study with alignment. To obtain various types of annota-
tion for a large number of proteins all at once, we employ a method that
uses federated query search along a path of class-class relationships. To
clarify the effectiveness and problems using the method for alignment
viewer, we implemented a prototype system of federated query search
called PSurfer.
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1 ASHViewer

In ASHViewer, a molecular phylogenyetic tree for a given alignment is con-
structed at first. Then, aligned sequences are divided into several groups, each
of which corresponds to a subtree of the constructed tree. A coarse-grained tree
with terminal nodes, each of which represents a collapsed subtree, is shown in a
left panel of the window of ASHViewer. The corresponding consensus sequences
of the alignment is shown in the right panel. The coarse-grained tree can be
collapsed or deployed by clicking a terminal or internal node in the left panel.
In accordance with the operation, the alignment of consensus sequences with
different resolution is generated in the right panel. This method can improve the
readability of large number of aligned sequenes. To obtain a knowledge from the



alignment, Various information is necessary for annotation associated with the
proteins, such as gene product properties like Gene Ontology (GO) terms, ac-
tive sites, and chemical compounds that interact with the proteins. The required
information is expected to be different among users because of the difference in
their objectives for the comparative analyses. To obtain the annotation related
to the aligned protein from multiple datasets, we adopted a method to extract
the required information from LOD datasets as described below.

2 PSurfer

Fig. 1. Overview of PSurfer for ASHViewer

In our previous study,
we developed the LOD
Surfer API designed to
easily develop a search
system based on class-
class relationships[1]. Us-
ing this API, a list of
classes, a list of classes
reachable using links from
a given class, and paths
between two given classes
can be obtained. How-
ever, it is not easy for or-
dinary biologists to select
an input class including
IDs of proteins in MPSA, an output class with the required information related
to the proteins in MPSA, and a path from an input class to an output class so
that a SPARQL query automatically generated from the path can retrieve the
required data. Therefore, we developed a system that connects ASHViewer with
the LOD Surfer API called PSurfer. PSurfer uses a storage system of selected
paths and a manually curated set of properties for some classes to show impor-
tant human-readable information for the instances besides rdfs:label. Figure1
depicts an overview of the relations between ASHViewer, LOD Surfer API and
PSurfer. Using PSurfer, a user of ASHViewer can obtain various type of annota-
tions from LOD for the large number of aligned proteins at sequence or residue
level, to extract novel knowledge from the alignment.
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